
Appleseeds is enlisting

Appleseeds 
On the Road

Support for
Professional Teams

FIXIT

Technical Support
for Social
Organizations and
Entrepreneurship

Net@ Organization 

Members of the Appleseeds Association arrive at affected and displaced areas to
conduct enjoyable and educational activities for children, youth, and adults. The
activity topics include:
       Smartphone photography and editing
       Animation
       Royal intelligence (possibly referring to strategic thinking or problem solving)
       Online safety and social media literacy
        Virtual Reality

The Appleseeds Association currently supports various professional teams by
providing diverse training to address the specific needs of targeted populations.

The Fixit Department (operated by the Net@ organization and local authorities)
operates workshops to repair computers, providing technology tools for the
displaced population.

The development department of the Appleseeds Association supports young social
organizations and entrepreneurial ventures established during wartime, assisting
them in developing websites, fundraising pages, and addressing various technical
issues.

Net@ continues its routine activities physically or online, allowing new youth to join
and engage in various volunteer activities across the country.

in the state of emergency 

In this difficult time for that state of Israel, Appleseeds is enlisting to aid in emergency
operations in an attempt to aid affected populations with accessibility to different digital tools,
and is hoping to cater these tools to families affected by these latest terrorism attacks, families
from the south of Israel and all other areas restricted to their homes, senior citizens and
holocaust survivors suffering from loneliness, welfare beneficiaries and citizens with special
needs or anyone that may benefits from digital tools at this difficult time. 

Additionally, our youth movement Net@, is enlisting at this time to salvage everyday routines
and norms of youth, as much as possible. In time of war the organization aids, those affected,
youth and children, to create a sense of stability, as well as personal and social strength.
When everything around feels chaotic and unexpected, routine and consistency can create a
sense of normalcy. These days there are no physical (in person) educational activities or
normal educational systems, we offer virtual Net@ activities.

Activities and programs offered during a state of emergency

For additional information and inquiries,
please contact: sos@appleseeds.org.il

Donate to Appleseeds Wartime efforts
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